Introduction
As one of the most user-friendly and frequently used methods in biometrics, face recognition systems are supposed to be able to identify faces in uncontrolled environments and arbitrary situations. This generality of environment and situations brought serious challenges to face recognition techniques, since these systems are ought to be robust to many variations due to changes in pose and illumination. Face recognition approaches against these undesirable variations can be divided into two main categories: single/multiple gallery image(s). This categorization is not unique and can be done based on other criteria, such as computational complexity, being feature-based or appearance-based, etc (Xiaozheng & Yongsheng, 2009 ).
So far, many neural-network-based methods are proposed for solving face recognition problem. One of the first neural-network models is the single layer network WISARD (Stonham, 1984) , which contains a separate network for each stored individual. Lin, Kung, and Lin, (1997) utilized a probabilistic based neural network. Indeed, they applied one network for each face and required multiple images per person for training the network. Lawrence et al. (Lawrence, Giles, Tsoi, & Back, 1997) proposed a hybrid neural network and combined local samplings, a self organizing map (SOM) and a convolutional network. In the proposed approach, SOM was used for mapping high dimensional sub-image space to a lower dimensional space which is represented by nodes. Each node is assigned 3pcline with a set of n weights where n is the dimension of the sub-image. During training phase, the best matching unit (BMU) to each training sub-image is found as the closest match. BMU and the nodes around it are adjusted according the training data and this process is controlled by a neighborhood function whose size will reduce gradually to zero as iteration time goes toward infinity. In the feature detection and classification stage, a convolutional network has been applied which contains iterative convolution and down-sampling layers.
In (Abdolali & Seyyedsalehi, 2010) for the sake of face recognition using single image per person, person and pose information are set apart and corresponding manifolds are estimated using a nonlinear information processing neural network . For the purpose of increasing the number of training samples in the classifier neural network, virtual views of frontal images in the test dataset are synthesized using estimated manifolds. Moreover, a learning technique based on unsupervised clustering of person and pose information is proposed.
Researches in this field should be continued inspired by human brain function to achieve a robust face recognition system. Recent researches illustrated that robust performance of human perception in tasks such as speech or face recognition is due to special signal processing mode in our brain. Some of the characteristics of this special mode of processing attributed to the brain cortex are as follows: 1) Two-way signal processing in neural networks, with feed-forward and feedback connections.
2) The ability of nonlinear signal processing, the analysis of linear and nonlinear components existing in the input signal and omitting the effects of undesirable input variations.
The optimization capability and attractor dynamics of recurrent neural networks can be used as a beneficial means to model the mentioned aspects (Seyyedsalehi, 2004) .
Feed-forward neural network structures are insufficient in some pattern recognition tasks such as problems with many factors of variation. Some recent studies have showed that adding recurrent connections and applying a feedforward network along with a feedback network can increase processing and recognition capabilities of nonlinear neural networks (Nejadgholi & Seyyedsalehi, 2009 ). Besides, existing evidences express that processing mode in our brain is bidirectional (Mesulam, 1998) .
In this paper with the aim of following prior studies in (Abdolali & Seyyedsalehi, 2010) , the neural approach based on clustering person and pose information is developed inspired by neocortex model. These two types of information are separated using the aforementioned novel structure and AUT database † which consists of 80 person's images in 12 different poses. Subsequently, by non-linearly composing the components indicating the variation with the neutral pose components, virtual images of each person in ZD dataset ‡ are produced. In the second stage, a classifier neural network is designed to evaluate the quality of synthesized images. In this study, frontal-view and virtual images of ZD dataset are used as training data and real-view images are used as test data for classifier network. This paper is organized as follows: In section 2, learning method based on clustering person and pose information is described in detail. In section 3, this model is developed inspiring of neocortex functional model and utilizing a feedback network for bidirectional information processing. Experimental results and the quantitative analysis of proposed neural network are given in section four. Finally, discussions and conclusions are drawn in section 5.
Separating person and pose information based on unsupervised clustering
In this section, learning method based on unsupervised clustering of person and pose information is described briefly. Block diagram of the proposed face recognition system is illustrated in Fig. 1 . Since a single image is not enough to form the decision boundaries which are representative of different variations, one of the most common approaches is enlarging the available dataset. This can be done by generating variations of the frontal-view face and these virtual images are used to appropriately form the decision boundaries corresponding to the different variations. This brings about better results compared to those of training with single frontal-view images. The proposed neural network for separating two groups of components and estimating corresponding manifolds is shown in Fig. 2. 3pcline † This database is provided by image processing laboratory of electrical engineering department of Amirkabir University of Technology. ‡ This database is provided by speech processing laboratory of biomedical engineering department of Amirkabir University of Technology and is consisted of 10 person's images in 12 different poses.
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Fatemeh Abdolali and Seyyed Ali Seyyedsalehi / Procedia -Social and Behavioral Sciences 32 (2012) 108 -116 Fatemeh Abdolali/ Procedia -Social and Behavioral Sciences 00 (2011) 000-000 Hereafter, this structure is called nonlinear analyzing network. In this model, bottleneck layer neurons are divided into two parts. Both pose and person networks are trained by an unsupervised learning method as following: While training each person's different images in database, the average of clustering person or pose neurons is computed using equation 1 and this average code is used as each person or pose code in training decoder part:
Where M is average code of each person or pose,  is coefficient effect of new code (which is chosen 0.95 here) and P is new image's code. The larger  results in greater effect of previous codes. So in each stage, in addition to output error backpropagation, the error between new code and previous codes is backpropagated. If supervised training is used, the fusion of different types of information occurs in bottleneck layer and information relevant to various features pass through the bottleneck. So, separating two groups of information cannot be achieved thoroughly. After training nonlinear analyzing network using AUT database, virtual images of ZD database are generated by feeding these images to the trained network and changing pose features codes. In the second phase, virtual images are used as training data of classifier network. The structure of classifier network is illustrated in Fig.3 Figure 1. Block diagram of the proposed face recognition system in (Abdolali & Seyyedsalehi, 2010) In (Abdolali & Seyyedsalehi, 2010) it is demonstrated that applying this architecture we can obtain recognition accuracy of 83.63% on the test data which shows 12.73% improvement comparing to training classifier with only frontal-view images. For improving extracted components in nonlinear analyzing network, an inverse network is utilized. More details about design and training of this neural network will be described in the following section. 
Neural network structure inspired by neortex functional model
The goal of this paper is to introduce and implement a novel neural network which can recognize input face images with various variations properly, similar to human brain function. This model should be adaptive and bidirectional like Koerner model of neocortex in which recognition is not performed in a single stage, but via different phases and in each phase, the recognition results of previous stages are used for model adaptation (Koerner, Tsujino, & Masutani, 1997) .
If the designed model is adaptive to input images, it will learn the knowledge shared by inputs in form of unified components so that it can adapt itself in differences. This is one of the most important characteristics of intelligent systems. In other words, this process is similar to clustering samples in the case that it gives intelligent systems the ability to learn and generalize, however interior knowledge of network is clustered here. The capacity of this learning model trained on a group of related tasks can also be used in other groups (Ghosen & Bengio, 2003) . Abdolali and Seyyed Ali Seyyedsalehi / Procedia -Social and Behavioral Sciences 32 (2012) 108 -116 Fatemeh Abdolali/ Procedia -Social and Behavioral Sciences 00 (2011) 000-000 Using this learning method, the number of variant and learning parameters in recognition system is decreased. Without these properties which are required for designing a robust recognition system, human brain could not perform face recognition so accurately even till to the end of life.
Recently, two main streams are proposed for compensating variation problem in pattern recognition: 1) Model adaptation, 2) Input adaptation.
In the first stream, the model adapts itself as hyperplanes move so that the variant vector, i.e. x  or x   is placed in its accurate decision area (Fig. 4) . Indeed, respective decision area will be dynamic and is adapted in order that optimum decision is made for input vector. In the second approach, input vector moves so that it is placed in optimum decision point. In both methods, the goal is to place input in the optimum point of each decision area.
Figure 4. Each variant vector which moves in high-dimensional space, may exceed from its relevant decision area in a non-robust recognition system
In (Ansary & Seyyedsalehi, 2004) , inspired by sensory inputs processing in neocortex, a model of speech recognition system in phone level is designed. The proposed neural network is capable of modelling and compensating phone coarticulation effects, so it leads to better recognition accuracy. In the mentioned model, at first, inputs are classified and determined in a coarse manner and then contexts of inputs are extracted using the initial classification. Hereafter, the model adapts itself to these extracted contexts for each input and inputs are classified again more accurately. This method leads to more accurate recognition of inputs. The implementation results of this model showed 3.5% increase in the accuracy of phone recognition compared to the reference model in which coarticulation effects are not considered.
In our novel neural network, which is designed based on (Ansary & Seyyedsalehi, 2004) , recognition is not performed in a single stage, but via two bottom-up and top-down phases and the recognition results of first stage is used for model adaptation.
The training process is performed in two stages. At first, feedforward network is trained through which person and pose information is separated from each other. In the second stage and via inverse network, primary extracted components are updated according to the results of the first stage recognition. These components are processed during a top-down procedure, then the first model is adapted and inputs are recognized more accurately. Indeed, determinant hyperplanes of person or pose are moved due to their corresponding variabilities and through model adaptation method, variant inputs are processed more precisely. Hence, these moved vectors should be placed in their relevant decision area. In this way, decision areas will be dynamic in high dimensional space.
The output of the feedforward network is fed to the other side by means of the inverse network. The inverse network provides adaptability of the model, i.e. face recognition system can recognize various poses of different persons.
Feed-forward network is unsupervised clustering model which was described in the section 2 thoroughly. Person or pose variability is processed through the two-layered inverse network and the output is fed to hidden layers of feed-forward network. The goal of this bidirectional model is that person and pose variability after being processed by the inverse network, can change threshold of determinant hyperplanes of person or pose in high dimensional space and move them to optimize decision areas. Error between desired output and feed-forward network output is backpropagated and weights are updated, so changing threshold of determinant hyperplanes of person or pose via
Decision area relevant to input vector updating corresponding weights leads to higher recognition rate. Corresponding equations of different layers of the model are as following:
Equation 3 shows that in mapping x layer to y layer, LB ll W . y term is added to input of y layer. In this mapping, IJ W weights are constant and can alter threshold of determinant hyperplanes. So, relevant hyperplanes are moved parallel to themselves in high dimensional space. Training inverse network is performed after training feedforward network. At the start of the learning, inverse network weights are initialized to small random numbers. Updated weights of first stage are used as initial value of feed-forward network weights. Whether updating or fixing feed-forward weights do not alter the result, so these weights are not updated during second stage. Fatemeh Abdolali and Seyyed Ali Seyyedsalehi / Procedia -Social and Behavioral Sciences 32 (2012) 108 -116 Fatemeh Abdolali/ Procedia -Social and Behavioral Sciences 00 (2011) 000-000
Simulation results
After training nonlinear analyzing network, frontal-view images of ZD database are fed to this model and by changing pose code; virtual images are synthesized in 12 different poses. In Fig. 6 virtual images of eighth person in ZD database is illustrated. These generated images are used as training data for classifier network. This network is trained using backpropagation error algorithm and early stopping method is used to avoid overtraining. Frontal-view images and 12 synthesized virtual images are training dataset. Eleven real-view images of ZD database are used for testing the classifier. Recognition results of this experiment are indicated in table 1, showing 1.82% improvement comparing with unsupervised clustering of person and pose information. This improvement shows that these two types of information are separated more precisely.
As images of AUT database are not aligned, pose angle of right and left profile is not same for all persons. So, neural network faces with a paradox because it must assign a single code for right or left profile (Fig. 7) . It is proved here that faces are aligned using inverse network, because after nonlinear components are being extracted by feedforward model, they are processed through inverse network and reclaimed. To this aim, pose estimation method based on representation via non-overlapping grid of patches (Aghajanian & Prince, 2009 ) is employed. The basis of this approach is a general representation that does not rely on locating facial features or fitting a model to the face. In this approach the test image is broken into a non-overlapping regular grid of patches. Each is treated separately and provides independent information about the true pose. Figure 6 . Virtual images of eighth person in ZD database which are generated by proposed model After estimating pose angle of synthesized virtual images, we observe that the pose angle is between 25 and 35 degrees. We must consider that due to the fact that these images have intermediate resolution, error of estimation is possible. Though, we have selected a method that can perform well in uncontrolled conditions. In table 2, pose angle of synthesized virtual images and real images are indicated. Indeed, generated virtual images are aligned. 
Conclusion
In this article, with goal of improving face recognition using single image per person, a bidirectional neural network inspired by neocortex functional model is proposed. Employing the nonlinear analyzing neural network, we separated person and pose information and estimated the corresponding manifolds. It is proved that by adding an inverse network, derived model will be adaptive and the experiments show that significant improvements in generalization can be achieved. After generating virtual images using bidirectional network, they are used to increase training data of classifier network. The reason for this improvement is explained as following: Since our brain can identify people better when their pose is recognized and vice versa, also in this model pose information is fed to person network via inverse network. Hence, pose and person information subspaces interact and this interaction has a strong effect on information retrieval and improving generalization ability of the model. Furthermore, we computed pose angle of generated virtual images using estimation method based on nonoverlapping grid of patches. It is proved that alignment or pose normalization is accomplished. This is due to the fact that the extracted components are fed to the input layer by inverse network and are updated again. It should be noted that appropriate training of person and pose subspaces can be done by employing neural network models with suitable recurrent connections. These networks can mimic neocortex function, in which recognition is performed by multiple feed-forward and recursive recognition phases.
In future studies, we can investigate the effect of feeding person and pose features to the same part, i.e. intramanifold interaction on separating person and pose information. By estimating manifold of pose variations precisely and finding its intersections with manifold of person variations, we can synthesize virtual images properly. Also, it should be specified that extracted features of person and pose are principal or independent.
